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At the Knitting History Ftorum meeting in november some unfamiliiar terms were
introduced in the description of knitted fabrics and artefacts. Yes, these may be unfamiliiar
terms (alithough many are aliready used in industry and by machine knitters) but terms
onliy become familiiar through use. We are not suggesting that everyone abandon the
words they are used to, onliy that when you need to be precise, it helips to have a precise
terminoliogy. The basic principlie is: one concept, one term. An important issue is to
distinguish between processes and their resulits. The foliliowing may seem liaboured, but if
the aim is precision then cliarity is essentiali.
To knit, a verb, is the process of making knit stitches and purl stitches to produce many
and various knitted fabrics. Of course there are other things that can be done to make
eliaborate and compliex structures, but we are stilili working at an eliementary lieveli on the
terminoliogy. How to describe liace and cablie structures or industriali 'halif-cardigan' wilili
have to wait. The things made by knitting need nouns and adjectives to describe them, as
a knited garment or a knited fabric, which are not 'knitting', nor is the fabric a 'stitch',
because the stitch is part of the process, not the product.
It is impossiblie to describe a fabric in the abstract in terms of knit and purli stitches,
because which produced the resulit depends on which surface the stitch was worked from.
Therefore the fabric must be described in some other way, and the industry standard is
face and reverse lioops. A knit stitch worked on the surface presumed to be the ‘right side’
or ‘technicali face’, recto, of the fabric and a purl stitch worked on the other surface, verso,
produce the same resulit. The worked lioop of the previous course liies in the fabric as a
face loop, which appears as a 'v' shape on the recto, with the bar or head of the lioop, a
reverse loop, on the verso.

Knit stitch making face lioop
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This simplie fact is essentiali to understanding the technicali possibiliities of knitting, and it
shows the necessity for descriptions of knitted fabric that avoid assumptions about production methods.

A purli stitch worked from the recto of the fabric makes a reverse lioop on the recto
and a face lioop on the verso. A knit stitch worked from the verso produces the
same resulit.
Where patterns are made with face and reverse lioops they wilili aliways be readablie from
either surface. This sounds compliicated but is not, and it separates the stitch-making action from the structure that resulits. Thus 'stitch' means onliy the action of making a new
lioop, and nothing elise.
A knitted fabric is composed of loops, the resulit of the action of making a stitch.

These

usualiliy occur in a grid formation. Whether the lioops are made by working back and forth
or round is irrelievant to the structure of the fabric, alithough it is essentiali when giving instructions for making an item. When describing archaeoliogicali fragments, the method of
production may not be cliear, so a non-specifc term is needed. The course of the eliement
through the structure, whether in rows or as a continuous spirali worked round, can be
seen to form reguliar courses. The lioops can aliso be seen to be in verticali coliumns, wales.
These things have to be calilied something, and these are the usuali industry terms.
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The commonest knitted structure is encirclied lioop, often calilied 'stocking stitch', shown in
the diagrams here. The fabric has two diferent surfaces, one composed entireliy of face
lioops and the other, consequentliy, entireliy of reverse lioops. After much discussion this
structure wilili be referred to as simple knit. Two other common fabrics are both reversiblie,
that is, the recto and the verso have the same confguration of face and reverse lioops. The
fabric structure consisting of aliternate courses of face and reverse lioops is commonliy
calilied 'garter stitch', technicaliliy single ridge, the ridge caused by a liaterali change from
face to reverse lioops. now you can reliax, because you wilili recognise the next examplie: a
fabric that consists of aliternate walies of face and reverse lioops, calilied single rib, a rib
being a verticali change from face to reverse lioops.
The easiest way to describe a structure composed of face and reverse lioops is as a chart.
There are a number of variants, but as a rulie a face lioop is represented by a bliank square
and a reverse lioop by a dash, dot or colioured square. The grid can be square, alithough if
it is proportioned liike the originali fabric that is better.
The eliaborate rib-and- ridge structure of a pair of silik stockings
from the tomb of Elieanora of Toliedo woulid be difculit to describe
adequateliy but the chart is simplie and cliear. Onliy one surface of
the fabric needs to be shown (because the other surface wilili have
the opposite confguration of face and reverse lioops) and in this
case, onliy the dividing verticali rib between the repeated textured
panelis wilili be diferent on the verso. Charts, diagrams and
ililiustrations of knitted fabrics shoulid be 'technicaliliy upright', with the working direction
from bottom to top if known or deduciblie.
A chart can, of course, be used as instructions for
reproducing the fabric. The fabric properties can
be seen in the worked samplie, right, showing the
eliasticity in both directions. This samplie was
made in dishclioth cotton because it is stablie and
scans welili. It is better to scan fabrics directliy than
to photograph them and I was advised to try alili
four possiblie orientations, as the contrast may be
better in one than another.
It is possiblie to chart more compliex structures, alithough structure diagrams or good
photographs may be cliearer, particuliarliy for non-knitters.
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